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Abstract: Manufacturers in many industries face worldwide competitive pressures. These manufacturers must provide high-quality products with leading-edge performance capabilities to survive, much less prosper. There is intense pressure to produce high-performance at minimum-costs.

The customer is the principal judge of quality. Perceptions of value and satisfaction are influenced by many factors throughout the customer’s overall purchase, ownership, and service experiences. To accomplish this task, an organization’s efforts need to extend well beyond merely meeting specifications, reducing defects and errors, or resolving complaints. They must include both designing new products that truly delight the customer and responding rapidly to changing consumer and market demands. An organization that is close to its customer knows what the customer wants, how the customer uses its products, and anticipates needs that the customer may not even be able to express. It also continually develops new ways of enhancing customer relationships. The companies must use performance management and measurement systems derived from their strategies and capabilities.

Performance measures should be linked to an organization’s strategy in order to provide useful information for making effective decisions and shaping desirable employee behaviour.
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Introduction

In a world of global competition, a company has to deliver services more effectively and more efficiently than its competitor. This is especially difficult for small and medium size enterprises (SME) due to their relative lack of organizational and management skills, lack of strategic planning and shortage of working capital. They are more vulnerable than the bigger, more stable companies whenever business circumstances change. They must spend their resources in areas, which ensure their business sustainability in the future.

In order to assist companies achieve their goals and objectives, performance measures are used to evaluate, control and improve processes [1]. Quality control is responsible for transforming quality planning and quality improvement outcomes into daily routine work. Quality control can be implemented by systematically going around the Plan, Do, Check and Act control cycle, with which organization may achieve continuous small steps of improvement.

Performance measures are utilized to compare the performance of organizations, plans, teams and individuals as well as to assess employees. Measurement induces curiosity, interrogation and challenging the way things are done.

Kaydos W.J. [2] defines five major reasons for companies to measure performance:

1. improved control, since feedback is essential for any system;
2. clear responsibilities and objectives, because good performance measures clarify
who is responsible for specific results or problems;

3. strategic alignment of objectives, because performance measures have proved to be a good means of communicating a company's strategy throughout the organization;

4. understanding business processes, since measuring data requires an understanding of the manufacturing process; and

5. determining process capability, because understanding a process also means knowing its capacity.

Neely et al. [3] state that performance measurement is literally the process of quantifying actions. To perform better, an organization has to achieve its desired goals with greater efficiency and effectiveness than its competitors.

He defines "efficiency" as a measure of the resources used in order to achieve a desired level of customer satisfaction. Performance measurement also highlights the possibility that internal as well as external reasons can prompt specific courses of action. For example, with respect to one of the quality-related dimensions of performance - product reliability, which might lead to greater customer satisfaction. In terms of "efficiency", achieving great reliability might reduce the costs incurred by a business through decreased field failures and warranty claims. Performance measurement is usually done by large companies, but SME could also benefit from it.

Prathap and Mittal [4] note that "Performance measurement is a crucial criterion for evaluating the competence and achievement of an organization".

Many authors have underlined the importance for all major businesses of evaluating and modifying performance measures in order to adapt to the rapidly changing and highly competitive business environment.

Characteristics of performance measurement in SME

An organization should be seen as a whole system made up of interrelated parts [5], which should be understood in terms of how they contribute to the maintenance of the whole organization. In order to improve the overall business performance, performance management helps organizations to manage and improve their performance. The primary goal of an organization is to ensure its survival and continuity as a system. To do so, managers have to understand the various parts of their organization and their relationships among themselves and with the external environment.

According to Katz and Kahn [5], "Organizations are best represented as entities in close relationships with their environments, taking inputs and transforming them in to outputs. These outputs in the form of products can provide the means to new inputs, so the cycle can begin again. The main purpose is to maintain a steady state and to survive."

Small businesses play an important role in the economy of any country because of their flexibility and ability to innovate. In nearly every country, they play a significant role in providing employment opportunities and supporting large - scale manufacturing firms. SME are critical to almost every national and local economy because of their potential to grow larger. Small businesses are increasingly recognized as "the life blood of modern economics" [6].

A goods producing firms is considered "small" if it has less than 50 employees. Above that size, and up to 250 employees, a firm is considered medium-sized. The term SME is used to refer to all these components of the economy together.

SME generally have different peculiarities in comparison to large firms; their entrepreneurs are often involved in day to day activities, and face some difficulties in distinguishing between current decision (underlying short-term objectives) and long-term business goals; this implies that they often adopt a reactive and emotional decision-making process. Furthermore, they view strategic planning as a possible limitation of flexibility and on the same time prefer to use scarce time resources for operational activities rather that for strategic development process. For this reason normally SME do not devote
many resources to brand and marketing activities which often are not the result of a deliberate strategy.

SME generally have limited resources in term of working capital, people, management skills and strategic planning. Therefore, it is important to have good planning and proper management of these scarce resources. Having a performance measurement framework will help management to decide how the best use the company's scarce resources. Small and large firms are fundamentally different from each other in these aspects: uncertainty of the environment in which the small firms operates, together with the greater internal consistency of its motivations and actions [7].

The above comments suggest that the outcome products influence the steady state and have an effect on the growth or survival of an organization as they are the generators of new inputs. Like information obtained from the traditional method of performance management, information from the performance measures gives feedback so that any needed corrective action can be performed.

Performance measures from literature adapted from Browne et al., [8] are:
- financial measures: sales (turnover), fixed assets, current assets, purchased material cost, other costs, equity, receivables, current liabilities, opening stock, closing stock, external capital, total liabilities, profit from joint ventures;
- product development: number of active products, product-related process engineering and design cost, product research cost, number of new products, total number of customer complaint-related design changes, engineering drawings change cost, warranty cost for new products, number of components recycled, total number of components produced;
- marketing and sales: total number of customers, marketing cost, customer visits, number of on-time customer payments, products sold, number of customer suggestions;
- purchasing: number of active suppliers, numbers of purchase orders, average material procurement lead time, number of on-time payment to suppliers;
- planning and production: number of customer orders, number of on-time outgoing deliveries, average production and assembly lead time, total production cost, inventory costs, average cost of work in progress, cost of scrap material, re-work hours;
- personnel: average number of employees, total wages, number of person - days lost due to absenteeism, overtime cost, training and educational cost, cost of incentive schemes;
- other measures: system downtime, number of injuries, cost of preventative maintenance, numbers of employee suggestions, machine downtime, maximum available machine hours, cost of improvement projects.

There exist several difficulties in installing non-financial measures in the SME sector:
- the SME sector has often had a poor experience with consultants;
- the products generally available are often focused on one area of the business, from sales right through to distribution;
- the need is for product that is simple to use, easy to understand, flexible and, most importantly, will meet the needs of the business both now in the future;
- even the smaller firms of consultants can be relatively expensive.

Performance measurement systems should support SME in order to manage uncertainty, to innovate their products and services, and to sustain evolution and change processes [9].

Several important changes that have taken place in recent years have created a favourable context for the implementation of performances measurements systems in manufacturing SME. The four main factors are:
- the evolution of the competitive environment;
- the propensity to grow in dimension (if a performance measurement system does not focus exclusively on financial aspects, it can play a key role in supporting a rational approach to growing complexity and qualitative improvement in SME);
- the evolution of the concept of quality, increased focus on continuous improvement (its organizational impact [10], the introduction of ISO 9001 requirements and the
The term "indicator" traces back to the Latin verb "indicare", meaning to disclose or point out, to announce or make publicly known, or to estimate or put a price on. Indicators communicate information about progress toward social goals such as sustainable development. As commonly understood, an indicator is something that provides a clue to a matter of larger significance or makes perceptible a trend or phenomenon that is not immediately detectable.

The KPIs should be selected in order to support decision-makers so that they can improve the performance of processes. Furthermore, there are key results KPI which presents how actions are conducted from a perspective or critical success factor. There are also the result indicators or outcomes which tell us what has been done. There are the performance indicators that tell us what to do.

Organizational performance is an indicator which measures how well an enterprise achieves its objectives. Ho [14] defined organizational performance in terms of how well an organization accomplishes its objectives. Schermerhorn et al. [15] point out that performance refers to the quality and quantity of individual or group work achievement. Delaney and Huselid [16] suggest two ways to assess organizational performance and market performance.

Jin-Nan et al. [17] propose organizational performance measures on four dimensions: sales generation, logistics cost decrease, improved staff productivity, and improved customer service. Morales et al. [18] identifies four dimensions of organizational performance, including return on assets, return on equity, return on sales, and market share and growth of sales. Zack et al. [19] propose organizational performance measures on five dimensions: innovation, rate of new product development, customer satisfaction, customer retention, and operating costs.

Strategic flexibility is considered to be an important source of firm competitive advantage in turbulent environments [20, 21]. However, an agreement on the link between strategic flexibility and firm performance has not been fully reached [22, 23].
Measures of performance, Figure 1 were dominated by cost measures and partial productivity measures till recent past. However, these came under severe criticism for several reasons, some of them being: encouragement of short-term objective implantation; encouraging minimization of variance rather than continuous improvement; lack of strategic focus; support of local optimization and not being externally focused.

Managers very often are also the owners of the company and the control in the SME rests primarily with one or a few people with a high level of autonomy; organizational success or failure in SME is seriously affected by the managerial competencies of the owner-manager; in fact, decision are mainly based on the director's personal skills and intuition rather than on analysis of information.

The owner-manager usually adopts a highly personalized management style, tending to follow a "react and adapt" philosophy and fire-fighting strategy, focusing on short term horizons and not engaging actual strategic planning [24]. Tangen [25] suggest that:
- the measures must be derived from strategic objectives to ensure that employee behaviour is consistent with corporate goals;
- the measures must provide timely, relevant and accurate feedback, from both a long-term and a short-term perspective;
- measurement should be accomplished by a limited number of performance measures that consist of both financial and non-financial measures;
- measurement should be undertaken in ways that are easily understood by those whose performance is being evaluated.

Dixon et al. [26] developed the performance measurement questionnaire, which is a collection of questions that should help managers identify the improvement needs for their organization, determine to which extent the existing performance measures
support improvements and establish an agenda for performance measures improvements.

The method, called "the performance measurement progression map" [25], is formed as a flowchart and consists of nine steps separated into three phases:
- phase A focuses on finding an appropriate and useful set of measures;
- phase B is concerned with how the performance measure of each individual is designed;
- phase C includes the actual implementation of the results from the previous two phases.

However a PMS is much more than just a collection of measures, as it includes five basic elements: people, procedures, data, software and hardware [27]. In order to perform a complete review of a PMS it is therefore necessary to assess not only the effectiveness of the measures but also the effectiveness of the system as a whole.

All the tools for PMS assessment provided by the literature and described above do not make explicit reference to the size of the target companies; furthermore, they appear too complex and resource intensive to be used effectively in a SME context. Only one paper [28] dealing to some extent with PMS assessment in SME, proposes a framework to classify PMS in SME taking part in Quality Award Programmes and study their evolution.

PMS are classified according to two dimensions:
- PMS characteristics (how companies are using measures to manage performance) and
- PMS scope (what companies are measuring).

The framework does not represent a tool that SME can use to assess the effectiveness of their PMS, rather it is a model intended for theoretical reasoning and company classifications by external academics.

Conclusions
SMEs sector has an important role to play in developing economies not only in economic development, but also in poverty alleviation and job creation. Also, SME have been recognized as an important strategic sector for generating high economic growth, reducing unemployment, inequality and poverty. SME stimulate private ownership and entrepreneurial skills, are flexible and can adapt quickly to changing market demand and supply situations, generate employment, help diversify economic activity, and make a significant contribution to exports and trade.

Firm performance is a focal phenomenon in business studies. However, it is also a complex and multidimensional phenomenon. Performance can be characterized as the firm's ability to create acceptable outcomes and actions. For many organizations achieving improved performance is not only dependent on the successful deployment of tangible assets and natural resources but also on the effective management of knowledge [29].

Performance measurement is the language of progress, and provides a sense of where we are - more importantly - where we are going [30]. Appropriate performance measures can ensure that managers adopt a long-term perspective and allocate the company's resources to the most effective improvement activities. Thus, performance measurement is an absolutely essential operational element in order to lead the organization towards improvement, guide progress and direct the efforts towards planned objectives. SME need a simple performance measurement system that can give the management focused, clear and useful information. The clarity and simplicity of a performance measurement system are of crucial importance for its successful implementation and use.
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